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WATER CATALOGUE 2018

WATER IS ESSENTIAL
FOR OUR LIFE.

WE REFRESH WITH WATER
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WATERSTORY
THE STORY BEHIND CORNELIUS

25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

PREMIUM WATER DISPENSERS

Since 1931, Cornelius has been pioneering innovative
beverage dispensing equipment for major brand owners
and retailers worldwide. As a world leader in the Beverage
Dispense industry, we have gained recognition for our
expertise in carbonation and refrigeration.

As a manufacturer of point of use water dispensers, our
mission is to be the most admired and innovative global
manufacturer of premium quality water dispense systems.

Our leading position is underpinned by engineering expertise, intricate market knowledge and our unique partnering
approach which has driven targeted innovative solutions
for the last 25 years with Water Dispensing technology.
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Our focus is to engineer premium point of use water dispensers only, designed for a ten years life-time, environmentally friendly which will bring satisfaction and comfort
to the users through outstanding features and proven
reliability.

FACTS ABOUT US

§§ Beverage dispense manufacturer
since 1931
§§ Engineering expertise and intricate market
knowledge
§§ N°1 German manufacturer of point of use
water dispensers

UNIQUE MANUFACTURING PROCESS

OUR UNIQUENESS

Our Water Business is based in Germany with a dedicated
team focused on excellence, innovation, quality and expertise. Our team’s focus is on best production practices
illustrated by our unique state-of-the-art 3-step manufacturing process integrating top standards of hygiene.

R&D investments, quality focus to ensure performance and
reliability, exceptional service and support; some of the
reasons why Cornelius is the N°1 German manufacturer of
point of use water dispensers.

Indeed, Cornelius Germany is certified complying with
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 delivered by the renowned German
organization TÜV.

That is where the Cornelius Water history comes from.
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PEARLMAX 4S
PREMIUM WATER QUALITY THROUGH A PREMIUM WATER DISPENSER
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PEARLMAX 4S

High Standards of safety and hygiene – great dispense
and refrigeration capacity
The PearlMax 4S is a very powerful and stylish table top
dispenser. Its high capacity for chilling and carbonation
ensures you get perfect water every time.

The PearlMax 4S has been engineered to deliver hygienic
water thanks to its nano-coated, non touch dispensing
nozzle and optional UV lamp.

The PearlMax 4S offers various premium functionalities:
touch pad control panel, multilingual LCD display, free flow
or portion control dispense, anti-leakages safety devices.

The PearlMax 4S is also available as a floorstanding unit
thanks to its optional base stand.

KEY FEATURES
INCLUDE

§§ Premium functionalities: anti-leakages
safety devices, premium hygiene standards
§§ Table top or floorstanding to suit any
environment
§§ Choice of ambient, medium and full
sparkling water
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PEARLMINI

FILTERED WATER THROUGH A UNIQUE AND COMPACT DEVICE
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PEARLMINI / DS

Perfect fit for small areas, innovative features
The PearlMini is a compact and elegant table top water
dispenser offering various functionalities: electronic display
available in various languages, free flow or portion control
dispense.

The PearlMini DS is a PearlMini variation. It is a basic
engineering, low-acquisition cost table top offering chilled
and ambient still water only.

Separate the individual components of the PearlMini to suit
any installation types. The dispensing column stands on a
stable surface, the cooling unit in the cabinet underneath:
You have a unique space-saving water dispense solution.

KEY FEATURES
INCLUDE

§§ Premium functionalities: anti-leakages safety
devices, premium hygiene standards
§§ Available in black or white, multiple
customization options through specific
colors and branding
§§ Choice of ambient, medium and full
sparkling water
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CR PRO

HIGH CAPACITY COUNTER TOP WATER DISPENSER

CR PRO ELECTRIC
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CR PRO MANUAL

CR PRO

Space saving powerful counter top for catering and
HORECA sectors
The CR Pro is a high performance counter top water dispenser, easy to operate thanks to its electric and manual
taps, whose design is a perfect fit to any HORECA
environment.
Thanks to its ice bank cooling refrigeration technology,
rooted in the Cornelius leadership in the Beverage Dispense industry, the CR Pro offers a dispense capacity
of 120 liters per hour, with a refrigeration capacity of
40 liters*.

KEY FEATURES
INCLUDE

The CR Pro allows professionals to offer their customer a
perfectly chilled and carbonated filtered water even during
the peak times without any downtimes.
It is also equipped with a built-in anti-leakage to offer comfort and safety.
*Amount of product continously dispensed with a ΔT of 6 ºC.

§§ Space saving powerful counter top with ice
bank technology
§§ Adjustable height of dispense nozzle
§§ Easy to install and service – integrated CO2
regulator and water pressure regulator
§§ Choice of chilled, medium and full
sparkling water
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PEARLMAX UC
PREMIUM WATER QUALITY
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PEARLMAX 4S UC

High performance from a cooler that can fit in any
cupboard with premium water quality
The PearlMax 4S UC is a compact cooler which perfectly fits
in any kitchen cupboards. Its capacity of chilling and carbonation ensures you get the perfect water any time required.

The PearlMax 4S UC features a control panel through the
PearlTower which displays very useful information about
filtration, maintenance requirements or CO² level.

It is compatible to the PearlTower only to get a space-saving
dispense solution while maintaining high performance level.

It is also equipped with a built-in anti-leakage to offer
comfort and safety.

KEY FEATURES
INCLUDE

§§ High cooling performance with low energy
consumption dry cooling system
§§ Compatible to the PearlTower
§§ Premium functionalities
§§ Choice of chilled, medium and full
sparkling water
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CR PRO UC
IDEAL FOR CATERING AND HORECA
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CR PRO UC

Space saving powerful water cooler for catering and
HORECA sectors
The CR Pro UC is a high performance water cooler, easy to
install and service thanks to its smart engineering, whose
design is a perfect fit to any HORECA environment.
It is available as a mechanical or electrical version to support
towers with electrical or manual taps and to get a space-saving dispense solution while maintaining high performance
level.
Thanks to its ice bank cooling refrigeration technology,
rooted in the Cornelius leadership in the Beverage Dispense
industry, the CR Pro UC offers a dispense capacity of 120 liters

KEY FEATURES
INCLUDE

per hour, with a refrigeration capacity of 40 liters*.
The CR Pro UC allows professionals to offer their customer a perfectly chilled and carbonated filtered water even
during the peak times without any downtimes.
It is also equipped with a built-in anti-leakage to offer comfort and safety.
*Amount of product continously dispensed with a ΔT of 6 º C.

§§ Space saving powerful water cooler with ice
bank technology
§§ Easy to install and service – integrated CO2
regulator and water pressure regulator
§§ Choice of chilled, medium and full
sparkling water
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CR COOLERS
CR50 AND CR70 COOLERS WITH HIGH PERFORMANCE

CR50 AQUA UC
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CR70 AQUA UC

CR50 AND CR70

The reference range of water coolers for professional use
The CR cooler range, CR50 and the CR70, is a range of
water coolers with very powerful dispense capacity.
Its proven performance, reliability and sustainability meet
the needs of demanding professionals who want to be able
to dispense chilled sparkling water whatever the circumstances and without downtimes.

The CR70 cooler, which offers unique external visible LED´s
showing unit status (CO² level, pump) can absorb peak
demands up to 291 liters*.
*using ice bank full capacity

The CR50 can absorb peak demands up to 163 liters*.

KEY FEATURES
INCLUDE

§§ Powerful water coolers with ice bank
technology
§§ High demand applications with peak
dispense situations
§§ Choice of chilled, ambient and full
sparkling water
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PEARLTOWER
PREMIUM DISPENSING TOWER

PEARLTOWER WHITE
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PEARLTOWER BLACK

PEARLTOWER

Space saving water tower for catering, HORECA and
residential sectors
The PearlTower offers various premium functionalities:
touch pad control panel, multilingual LCD display, free
flow or portion control dispense.
The PearlTower has been engineered to deliver hygienic
water thanks to its nano-coated, non touch dispensing
nozzle and optional UV lamp.

KEY FEATURES
INCLUDE

For the cooling technology we have dedicated range of
water coolers available.
The PearlTower is compatible to the PearlMax 4S UC and
the CR Pro UC electronic.

§§ Space saving water tower
§§ Hygienic design
§§ Available in black or white, multiple
customization options through specific
colors and branding
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INSTALL KIT
‘PLUG AND DRINK’ SYSTEMS
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INSTALLATION AND FILTRATION KITS

Ease of installation and ordering process simplification
The various Cornelius table tops and coolers can also be
available with a complete installation kit that has been
designed in order to simplify your Cornelius water dispenser installation.

Complete with our Hygiene Guard 4 Stage filtration system
which supplies a perfect purified water and retains vital
beneficial ingredients.
Hygiene Guard’s FACT® media technology is based on extremely small particle carbon, assuring optimum chlorine,
pharmaceuticals reduction and taste and odor removal.

The Cornelius Installation kits are off-the-shelf easy solutions
to reduce potential missing parts and thus potential delay
in installation.
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Choose your appliance
between our range

KEY FEATURES
INCLUDE
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Cornelius Install Kit: includes
all the items required to install
the appliance

One box, easy handling

§§ All parts to install the units included
§§ Certified Cornelius compatibility
§§ Hygiene Guard’s FACT® media technology
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DESIGN

PHOTOS

Cornelius Deutschland GmbH
Carl-Leverkus-Straße 15
40764 Langenfeld
Germany

Duplexmedia GmbH & Co. KG
Talstraße 24
40217 Düsseldorf
Germany

§§ www.fotolia.com
§§ Cornelius Deutschland GmbH

Tel.: +49 2173 7930
Fax: +49 2173 77438

Tel.: +49 211 310 547 990
Fax: +49 211 310 547 999

info.emea@cornelius.com
www.cornelius-emea.com

mail@duplexmedia.com
www.duplexmedia.com
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WE REFRESH WITH WATER

YOUR CORNELIUS DISTRIBUTOR

For more information, please visit our website www.cornelius-emea.com

Cornelius Deutschland GmbH

Tel.: +49 2173 7930
Fax: +49 2173 77438
www.cornelius-emea.com
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